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Highlights for Children’s often-imitated, never-equaled Hidden Pictures puzzles have delighted
children—and adults—for over 67 years. This engaging series brings an exciting new element to
everyone’s favorite puzzle. Each book is filled with vibrant full-color Hidden Pictures puzzles,
plus classic black-and-white puzzles with a special bonus—12 pages of colorful stickers to mark
the hidden objects! An unbeatable combination for Hidden Pictures fans everywhere!

About the AuthorHighlights™ is the trusted brand that believes children are the world’s most
important people. From our award-winning magazines—Highlights™, High Five™, and Hello™
—to our bestselling puzzle books and groundbreaking educational books, the Highlights
promise of helping children become their best selves can be found in all of our exceptional, high-
quality products for children.
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MommyPT, “Love love love. This kept my 4 year old busy for hours while stuck in isolation room
for 4 days on a cruise. He did every single page and then started coloring the pictures. When the
ship gave me wifi as a consolation we went on amazon and ordered another from the series to
be waiting for us at home when we arrived.”

Good vibes, “Huge book of hidden pictures and stickers! Must have!. The media could not be
loaded.
                
            
                
            
            
        
    
    

  
  
Hi! It’s a wonderful huge book of hidden pictures! Some of them are in color while some are
not but still my 4,5 yo loves them because black n white images are for stickers. What child does
not like stickers?) She loves to find a hidden object and to put her sticker in the right place. Lots
of hours of fun and screen free time. Will be equally interesting for boys and girls. Highly
recommend! I hope this review was helpful!”

Dafnag, “So much fun. This little hidden picture books are so much fun that I want one for
myself :) and of course my 4 years old loves them. It's perfect because it's challenging yet not to
hard so she can still do it on her own. And of course the stickers are the best! So much cooler
than using a pen.”

Andrew Thaxton, “Fun but mostly black and white. Bought this for my 4 year old daughter who
loves look and find puzzles. This one is fun and there are a lot of pages, but most of them are



black and white coloring pages. Wished there were more color printed pages as that is what she
prefers.”

Kristen H., “My 5 year old son loves these books. My 5 year old son loves these books. He got
several gifts for his birthday and said this was his favorite. Such a simple, inexpensive gift that is
loved.”

Jamon1, “Great screen-free fun. I bought this with several other Highlights puzzle books for my 5
year old and she loves them.  So do we.”

Lauras1316, “Needs a little improvement. I've always been very happy with highlights products,
and the pictures are great. They are perfect for my 3yo, challenging but not too hard so that he
gets frustrated. The problem is that the stickers don't stick to the pages. Having my boy color or
circle the found items are good work around but he'd rather the stickers stay put.”

John & Sarah Wisely, “More difficult than you'd expect, good challenge for child. This book is
awesome! I got it for my two year old, and it is quite difficult to find some of the pictures but she's
picking it up along greatly! But seriously I have a hard time finding some of the pictures. It's
already been hours of entertainment for her!”

Sheri Raines, “Fun, challenging, and great for travelling. My son is 3 and he loves his "hidden
pictures" books. There is repetition in the items that you find, but they are fun and challenging.
We have multiple of these books, and we have found them great for travelling. Precut the sticker
pages and slide them next to the page your child will need it for. On a plane or in the car, they are
good for ages!! Also, make sure you purchase the ones that are appropriate for your child as
they fall in two separate age ranges (3+ & 6+).”

Ana, “Good book. Great book although the one I got is not the one with this cover but the one
with the frogs - it's the last picture showed on Amazon about this product.”

bev, “Great. Granddaughter loves these”

Carolina, “Excelente compra. Super buen libro”

Rajan dahiya, “Amazing Puzzle Book!. My 3 year old loved these books! Solved all the puzzles in
4 days!”

The book by Jane Chase has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 808 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 40 pages
Grade level: Preschool - Kindergarten
Item Weight: 14.4 ounces
Dimensions: 8.44 x 0.34 x 10.81 inches
Paperback: 96 pages
Reading age: 3 - 6 years, from customers
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